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. . Storyline : An aspiring actor with the inability to speak, joins forces with a man who has a
powerful voice. Together they take the film industry by storm, . . . Movie Description : A young
boy is orphaned and lives on the streets of a Japanese city. He meets a rich old man who takes him
into his home and gives him love and respect. This sets off a chain of events that will change the
boy's life forever. Description : Narrated by the incarcerated inmate who chases down and kills
serial killers for a living, and tells the story of the murders he witnesses from his cell window,
Texas Chainsaw 3D follows a group of friends on an ill-fated hunting trip through the woods of
Louisiana. The story of a young girl who will be crowned queen of the pageant world in a land of
prejudice. When she discovers that the girl her father loves the most is the object of ridicule, she
gets involved with a rogue assassin who is plotting her downfall. Jason Martin (Jim Belushi) and his
wife Gina (Kathleen Turner) are trying to have a baby, and after two years of trying Jason begins to
wonder if this is even possible. After going to see a gynecologist, the doctor tells Jason that his wife
is infertile, and that she has a condition called "hypospadias", which is a hernia of the urethra. The
news devastates Jason, who takes the news back to his wife Gina, but then, they make a shocking
discovery about their problems. Though not actually related, we see the story of these two long time
friends (both of whom are doctors) in Boston, who as they are treating a dying patient, they meet
again and have a chance to reveal something that will change their lives forever. Young women
enter a cult and the rest of their lives are re-written to accommodate the beliefs of the cult leader. A
man returns home to find his wife in bed with another man. As a result, he kills them both. But is
his own guilty conscience at work
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